
FRANCE 2022 RIGGED ELECTIONS: EVIDENCES ARE ACCUMULATING 
 

 
 
Amazingly, mainstream media and many alternative ones are still pushing or following the 
narrative of a normal election despite the evidences and the obvious fact that a "president" with 
70% to 84% unfavourable opinions can't possibly have made it to the second round.  
 
Some sources:  
 
https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/an-unfavorable-poll-for-emmanuel-macron-gets-deleted-by-rtl/ 
 
https://www.sudouest.fr/elections/presidentielle/presidentielle-pres-de-7-francais-sur-10-souhaitent-changer-de-
president-selon-un-sondage-10503962.php 

https://echelledejacob.blogspot.com/2022/04/pres-de-70-des-francais-ne-veulent-plus.html 

https://ns2017.wordpress.com/2022/03/07/84-des-francais-ne-veulent-plus-de-macron-rtl-retire-le-
sondage%ef%bf%bc/ 

https://www.jeanmarcmorandini.com/article-495281-le-sondage-csa-choc-pour-cnews-a-3-jours-de-la-
presidentielle-pres-de-sept-francais-sur-dix-indiquent-vouloir-changer-de-president-de-la-republique.html?page=1 
 

 

67.2%, OF THE VOTING MACHINES VOTE MACRON! 
 

 
 

https://rforresistance.wordpress.com/2022/04/18/elections-fraud-reloaded/ 
 
As the author of  https://changera3.blogspot.com/ writes with an impeccable mathematical logic:     
 
" The Tweet of Christine Deviers-Joncour, an insider who lived in the arcane of power 
while being the mistress of former Minister of Foreign Affairs, Roland Dumas, shows that 
41 communes, who used voting machines, had a staggering 67.2% of votes for 
Macron! 
 
I don’t think we can find other medium-sized cities in France, and typically voting with 
paper ballots, which have similar results!  
 
If statistically there are no other cities with this result, it means that the voting machines 
have been programmed to improve Macron’s results!" 

 



GHOST IN THE MACHINE? 
 

 
 

Here is the tweet in question, and it just confirms what we have found last week, after the massive 
fraud perpetrated by macron's clique in the first round (https://rforresistance.wordpress.com/2022/04/12/how-
do-they-rig-elections/). Translated from French using online translator Deepl.  
 
“Amazing momentum of the machines to vote for the candidate Macron. In France, 64 
cities (our comment: 71 according to the machine provider France Elections*) are 
equipped with an electronic voting system and when we review them one by one, we 
see that 41 of them vote Macron and not by a small amount, with regular, very high 
scores, which gives 67.2% from the machines vote to Macron, much much higher 
therefore than  the average "official' score of the candidate macron.  
 
The 21 cities with machines that do not vote Macron, are almost all cities where the 
population is largely of foreign origin, North African, African etc.. Stains, Marignane, 
Arcueil, Orange… where Mélenchon (our comment: far-left, pro-immigration, allegedly 
anti-EUSSR, but betrayed his voters by calling to vote Macron) win the vote and where it 
would have been too visible to cheat. 
 
This propensity of voting machines to vote Macron is largely beyond belief, not to 
mention the 'salad' that can be achieved, as a bonus, once all these results have arrived in 
the Ministry of the Interior 'machines' (our comment: under full control of the 
macronists). 
 
The gap between the candidate’s score in machine cities and machine-less cities is 
enough to throw off the confusion and the precedents of Dominion, with the Scylt 
software should encourage investigation and verification.”  
 

Christine Deviers-Joncour  
 
 
* France Elections: The assumed number of 1.3 million 'electronic voters' seems to be undervalued, 
according to the company France Elections who provides the voting software from the unsafe and 
unreliable NEDAP's system, they have 71  municipalities as clients, not 60, 63 or 64 (numbers given by 
macron's regime according to various media).  http://www.france-election.fr/references.php 
 
The Dutch company NEDAP voting machines have been  ended in the Netherlands and Ireland because 
they were untrustworthy and failed security requirements.  
 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/02/ireland-netherlands-ended-electronic-voting-finding-
machines-untrustworthy-failed-security-requirements/ 

 

 



#FRAUDE2022 
 
What nobody seems to talk about however is the electronic transmission of all the French 
expatriates votes (1.7 million voters at minimum, perhaps 2 to 2.5 million) using another 
technically flawed and prone to fraud system.   
 

https://rforresistance.wordpress.com/2022/04/12/how-do-they-rig-elections/. 
 

https://ns2017.wordpress.com/2022/04/09/lalart-de-falsifier-les-elections-savez-vous-quen-france-les-votes-
de-lelection-presidentielle-sont-compiles-par-les-autorites-sans-quon-puisse-les-recom/ 
 
 

What what? The supervisor of the rothschild dictatorship in Gaul involved in various frauds and 
scandals such as #AlstomGate , #RothschildGate or   #McKinseyGate, most likely not elected in 
2017 in the first place is now transforming a onetime hold-up into a permanent system? 
 

 

PEOPLE NATURALLY START TO ASK QUESTIONS 
 
Especially when the electronic vote wasn't the only fix taking 
place... 
 

28% of the votes in the first round, but LREM gathered fewer 
voters in the second city of France than a Melenchon 
gathering everywhere else, strange....  
 
@AJRnational 
 
https://aulnaycap.com/2022/04/14/christine-deviers-joncour-setonne-du-score-eleve-demmanuel-macron-
dans-les-villes-ou-le-vote-se-fait-par-machine-electronique/ 
 
https://changera3.blogspot.com/2022/04/operation-transparence-elections-il-y.html 
 
https://ns2017.wordpress.com/2022/04/09/lalart-de-falsifier-les-elections-savez-vous-quen-france-les-votes-
de-lelection-presidentielle-sont-compiles-par-les-autorites-sans-quon-puisse-les-recom/ 
 
https://nice-provence.info/2022/04/17/fraude-electorale-deuxieme-tour-election-presidentielle 
 
https://twitter.com/Spoty40/status/1514409049621774346 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EuEC1o61jPc 
 
https://www.nexus.fr/actualite/news/fraude-electorale-videos/ 
 
https://odysee.com/$/embed/fraudeelectorale2/36c509c6fa9be003a16e997855e3c1113f367aaa?r=AqKSaNSs6
WgarcXPqdLX6CzSTPTdQhey 
 
https://odysee.com/$/embed/fraudeelectorale1/72a93cd2918f72b9643791ddc93143cba91a02d7?r=AqKSaNSs
6WgarcXPqdLX6CzSTPTdQhey 
 

 

PARTICIPATE IN CITIZEN VERIFICATION 
 

If you would like to participate in the verification of the results of #Elections2022 by also 
sending the photo of the minutes of your polling station, you can do so in the following way: 
 

https://controlecitoyenelection.com/elysee2022/ 
https://controle-citoyen.com 
https://avecnous2022.net 
TELEGRAM: https://t.me/Election2022VerifCitoyenne 


